
MARSEILLE VIVAUX - 15 March 

Race 1 

1. LE BRONN - 4L runner up in a higher class Cagnes-sur-Mer AW race following five 
wins in a row. Top chance to remain unbeaten over this track and trip. 

2. THE MANAGER - Down the field in a higher grade Cagnes-sur-Mer AW handicap 
on reappearance. Go well eased in class. 

3. CALISTE - 6L scorer in a Cagnes-sur-Mer turf claimer 33 days ago. This demands 
more. 

4. SHIELDING - 5L eighth in a similar Toulouse 1400m event last month. Work to do. 

5. HIGHEST ROCKEUR - Three wins from four starts over this track and journey and 
decent third at Cagnes-sur-Mer AW three weeks back. Contender. 

6. DRAGONET - Off the mark on third French outing 22 days ago at Cagnes-sur-Mer 
AW. More needed up in class. 

7. JOYFUL TRINITY - Finished in the frame on all five starts but may need this after a 
lengthy absence of 435 days. 

8. PAKISTAN TREASURE - Course winner but needs to improve on a 7L eighth in 
weaker company earlier this month here. 

9. MUCHO MACHO - One placing from five AW efforts thus far. Others have stronger 
claims. 

Summary 

HIGHEST ROCKEUR (5) previously found success three times from four starts over 
this track and trip. Produced a good third attempting a higher grade Cagnes-sur-Mer 
handicap. Key player. THE MANAGER (2) was down the field in a valuable handicap 
at Cagnes-sur-Mer on reappearance. Holds ability. LE BRONN (1) could make the 
frame continuing the excellent form this term with five wins from the previous six 
outings. One to note. Keep DRAGONET (6) safe for a placing after a victory in a lower 
level. 

Selections 

HIGHEST ROCKEUR (5) - THE MANAGER (2) - LE BRONN (1) - DRAGONET (6)  



Race 2 

1. THE LAST SPIRIT - Stepping up in class and distance after a victory over 2000m 

here last week. Notable runner. 

2. SPEED'S ADDICT - One placing from six AW starts and beaten a long way at Lyon 

la Soie two weeks back. Opposed.  

3. SEAGATE - Improved 1L fourth in this company over this track and trip earlier this 

month. Consider. 

4. MON JULES A MOI - Held in previous three attempts in this class over the same 

track and trip. Limited appeal. 

5. SANDOSIDE - Down the field in this standard at Chantilly AW last month. Needs 

improvement. 

6. VABELLINO SUCCES - 2L fourth in an easier handicap over this track and trip prior 

to Nimes turf win. Each way option. 

7. RONAZZA ONE - 1L runner up over this course and distance three outings back 

but reservations with wide draw. 

8. JACK SPARROW - Down the field in an easier Cagnes-sur-Mer turf handicap last 

month. Something to find on form. 

9. MALECON - Failed to build on a promising course and distance second three runs 

back. Others more reliable but could go well. 

10. UNDER ATTACK - Unplaced in four AW starts to date. Look elsewhere. 

11. LEAPING - Four time winner at this trip but needs progress after two modest runs. 

12. A L'ANNEAU - Yet to place in nine career outings. Readily ignored. 

13. LE RING - Down the field in previous six starts. Impossible to recommend. 

14. MEREKARA - 8L defeat in weaker company over this track and trip 468 days ago. 

Best watched. 

 

 

 



Summary 

SEAGATE (3) looks set to go well after an improved 1L fourth in this class over the 

same track and journey earlier this month. Player. THE LAST SPIRIT (1) could feature 

prominently following a win among easier company over 2000m here last week. Might 

improve for the step up in trip. VABELLINO SUCCES (6) holds each way claims after 

a deserved Nimes turf win. In the mix. MALECON (9) may place if bouncing back to 

the form of a runner up effort three starts back. 

Selections 

SEAGATE (3) - THE LAST SPIRIT (1) - VABELLINO SUCCES (6) - MALECON (9)  



Race 3 

1. DESERT HEIGHTS - Runner up in each of previous two outings over this track and 

distance. Contender. 

2. LAWRENCE - Fair fourth prior to disappointing upped in journey here last week. 

Suitable target back down in distance. 

3. MYSTICAL PRINCE - 2L scorer over this course and distance in this grade prior to 

decent second here. Player. 

4. ZOFFAN - Unplaced in both AW starts to date. Needs significant improvement. 

5. HOPES OF FREEDOM - 8L defeat in this class at this course and distance on 

reappearance four weeks back. Unlikely to feature. 

6. RIBOT DREAM - Made the frame in fifteen of 26 track and trip starts. Not discounted. 

7. FANKAIROS RANGER - Mixed AW form this term but would not be a surprise if he 

made the placings from a good draw. 

8. AMETHYST - 2L runner up in this standard over track and trip last month. Consider. 

9. LITTLE DEVIL - No worthwhile form in minor events since resuming. Best ignored. 

10. LA VENELLOISE - Placed in previous two course and distance handicaps in this 

grade. Thereabouts. 

11. CHEEKY TRAOU LAND - Infrequent winner but showed more when 2L fourth over 

this course and distance third up start of this month. Could place. 

12. REVE TOUJOURS - 2L fifth here start of this month but may find it hard from a 

wide draw. 

13. SPOTTED CAT - Mixed form this term including a sixth here at the start of the 

month. Others have stronger claims. 

14. MIRASOL - One placing from nineteen AW starts. Readily opposed. 

 

 

 



Summary 

DESERT HEIGHTS (1) can build on two promising seconds the previous two starts at 

this course and distance. Top chance to gain an overdue victory. MYSTICAL PRINCE 

(3) delivered a 2L track and journey success in this class prior to a fair second. Player. 

LA VENELLOISE (10) is of interest from an each way perspective after two consecutive 

placings. AMETHYST (8) may improve on a 2L runner up effort in this grade last month. 

Keep safe. 

Selections 

DESERT HEIGHTS (1) - MYSTICAL PRINCE (3) - LA VENELLOISE (10) - 

AMETHYST (8)  



Race 4 

1. CARTER AND GO - Six placings from eleven AW starts including 3L second over 

this trip four runs back. Each way chance. 

2. EDITED - Two wins from three track and trip starts including on reappearance last 

month. Fair fourth at Lyon La Soie since. Player.  

3. ARGYRON - Down the field in a stronger Cagnes-sur-Mer AW handicap third up. In 

the mix eased in class. 

4. RIP - 4L fifth in a similar handicap here over 2600m last week. Others more 

persuasive. 

5. RIPPLE COVE - Off the mark on fifth career outing over this trip at Chantilly 548 

days ago. May need this on AW debut. 

6. FERRETTI - Progressive type who is unbeaten on the AW. Could go well if sharp 

enough after lengthy absence. 

7. SALSA D'OCTOBRE - Beaten a long way in previous four starts. Hard to enthuse. 

8. BIG TAMAYA - Eased significantly in class after 7L 12th in Listed 1900m Prix Petite 

Etoile - Fonds Europeen De L'Elevage at Deauville in November. Not discounted. 

Summary 

EDITED (2) continues in good form. Boasts two wins from three starts at this course 

and distance. Could feature prominently. CARTER AND GO (1) saves his best 

performances for the AW with six placings from eleven attempts. Posted a good 3L 

second here four runs back. Consider each way. ARGYRON (3) may go well dropping 

in class. FERRETTI (6) holds good form in Ireland and is a lively outsider who might 

be sharp enough after a layoff. 

Selections 

EDITED (2) - CARTER AND GO (1) - ARGYRON (3) - FERRETTI (6)  



Race 5 

1. TRUST ON HIM - Two wins from six AW starts and 2L fourth over this course and 

distance start of this month. Top chance. 

2. FASHIONSPAN - Down the field in a Cagnes-sur-Mer turf handicap on 

reappearance two weeks back. Should strip fitter. 

3. FEEL THE FEVER - 5L fourth in a track and trip claimer last week. More needed. 

4. STANDBY FOR CHAOS - Beaten a long way on AW debut in a course claimer last 

month. Hard to enthuse. 

5. OLYMPIC TROPHY - 10L sixth in a stronger Cagnes-sur-Mer turf handicap 23 days 

ago. Could improve. 

6. WALACHOPE - 7L fifth in this company over this track and journey twelve days ago. 

Others preferred. 

7. BOUDEVILLE - Two claiming victories prior to fair second in this class at Cagnes-

sur-Mer on turf. Among the chances. 

8. BOBBY - Seventh on handicap debut at Cagnes-sur-Mer last month. Others have 

achieved more. 

9. GOT NAVY - Not progressed in two handicaps thus far. Others have stronger 

chances. 

10. WHO IS WHO - Unplaced in four career outings. Needs marked improvement. 

Summary 

TRUST ON HIM (1) could win for the third time on the AW delivering seventh outing. 

This follows a good 2L fourth at this track and trip. Top chance. BOUDEVILLE (7) 

scored two claiming races prior to a runner up effort among this company. Consider. 

OLYMPIC TROPHY (5) is one to note with potential improvement eased in grade. Each 

way chance. FASHIONSPAN (2) finished downfield on reappearance. May strip fitter 

second up. 

Selections 

TRUST ON HIM (1) - BOUDEVILLE (7) - OLYMPIC TROPHY (5) - FASHIONSPAN 

(2)  



Race 6 

1. GLAMOUREUSE - Dual AW winner who scored on previous two starts over this 

course and distance. Notable runner. 

2. KING DREAM - 2L second in this class over 2000m here earlier at the start of the 

month. Each way option. 

3. TURKISTAN EXPRESS - Lyon la Soie claiming victory prior to fair seventh in a 

handicap there fifteen days ago. Among the chances. 

4. MEDHA - Five placings from ten starts over this course and distance. Could find the 

frame. 

5. GEORGE FLASH - 2L third in a handicap over this track and trip prior to below par 

effort at Lyon la Soie. Could bounce back down in class. 

6. RUBEUS - Yet to place in seven AW outings. Look elsewhere. 

7. COOKILAYONE - 4L fifth in this company at Lyon la Soie over 2150m fifteen days 

ago. More needed. 

8. BIG SIN - Two placings in this class prior to disappointing effort in handicap 

company here. Others more reliable. 

Summary 

GLAMOUREUSE (1) is a dual AW winner who scored on previous two outings at this 

course and distance. Could prove tough to beat. KING DREAM (2) delivered a 2L 

runner up effort among this company over 2000m here. Capable of reaching the frame. 

TURKISTAN EXPRESS (3) may challenge if building on a handicap seventh. This 

looks easier and holds claims. MEDHA (4) boasts five placings from ten track and trip 

starts. Could sneak a placing. 

Selections 

GLAMOUREUSE (1) - KING DREAM (2) - TURKISTAN EXPRESS (3) - MEDHA (4)  



Race 7 

1. SHERSHAB - Track and trip maiden winner prior to 9L ninth on handicap debut at 

Lyon La Soie. Something to find on form. 

2. RECUERDAME - Unplaced in three AW starts to date. Unlikely to feature. 

3. OISSEL - 6L sixth on second handicap outing at Cagnes-sur-Mer AW over 1300m. 

Can improve up in trip. 

4. HEALEY - Won and second over this track and trip in two claimers since resuming. 

No surprise to see a bold display. 

5. KING OF THE LIONS - Second and sixth in two claiming efforts at this course and 

distance. Place chance. 

6. TESS - Off the mark on ninth start in a track and journey maiden last week. This 

demands more. 

7. SILVER LAKE - Yet to win in eleven starts but has shown glimmers of promise at 

this venue. Not discounted. 

8. ALMEIDA GIRL - 5L fourth in a Cagnes-sur-Mer AW handicap over 1300m last 

month. Each way factor. 

9. GREAT TEAM - Runner up in a course and journey maiden three runs back. Others 

more progressive. 

10. BLANC BLEU - Two placings from five AW starts thus far. Folly to dismiss. 

Summary 

HEALEY (4) delivered two good runs since resuming including a win and second at 

this track and trip. Leading chance. OISSEL (3) posted a 6L sixth on second handicap 

start over 1300m at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Capable of improvement up in journey. ALMEIDA 

GIRL (8) is one to note following a 5L fourth at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Consider. SILVER 

LAKE (7) is a lively outsider who might cause an upset if on a going day. 

Selections 

HEALEY (4) - OISSEL (3) - ALMEIDA GIRL (8) - SILVER LAKE (7) 


